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LET M ~ be a smooth n-manifold and X a subset of M ". A smooth imbedding ~0 :Dq-..~M ~ 
(resp. tp :~q---,M") of the q-disk D q (resp. a contractible compact smooth q-manifold/$q 
having (q - 1)-sphere as boundary) into M" is called a q-disk cover (resp. a homotopy 
q-disk cover) of X, i fX  ,-- tp (Int D q) (resp. X c ~0 (Int/$q)). I fXhas  a (homotopy) q-disk 
cover, then X is obviously inessential in M ~ (that is, the inclusion map of X into M n is 
homotopic to a constant map), and also X can be considered as a subset of euclidean 
n-space since X is contained in a chart of M ~. In classical terminology, X is said to be 
engulfed by an imbedded n-disk, in c,:se X has an n-disk cover. An imbedded q-sphere 
S q in M n is unknotted (that is, S q bounds a smoothly imbedded (q + l)-disk) if and only 
if S q has a (q + l)-disk cover by the smooth Schoenflies theorem (q ~ 3). The existence 
problem of n-disk covers for subsets of the n-sphere is trivial, that is every proper closed 
subset in the n-sphere has always an n-disk cover. 
The purpose of this paper is to study the existence of n-disk cover, that is, the 
unknottedness of imbedded (n - 1)-spheres in smooth n-manifolds which are inessential. 
The results are as follows: 
THEOREM A. Let M" be a connected orientable smooth n-manifold (n > 3) and let S" -  I 
be an (n - 1)-sphere smoothly imbedded in M ~ which is inessential in M". Then the following 
hold: 
(I) In case n -- 3,4, S ~- i has a homotopy n-disk cover. 
(II) In case n > 5, S ~- J has an n-disk cover, that is, S ~- 1 is unknotted, i f  one of the 
following conditions is satisfied: 
(i) M ~ is non-compact. 
(ii) M ~ is closed and cannot be expressed as a connected sum of  two rational homology 
spheres both of  which are different from the n-sphere. 
(ii)' In particular, M ~ has a non-zero qth Betti number for some q ~ O, n. 
(iii) The fundamental group of  M" is an infinite group. 
THEOREM B. There exist a simply connected smooth 7-manifold g 7 which is a connected 
sum of  two rational homology spheres and a 6-sphere S 6 smoothly imbedded in M 7 such that 
S 6 is inessential and cannot have 7-disk cover in M 7, that is, S 6 is knotted. 
A necessary condition for an inessentially imbedded condimension one sphere not to 
have any homotopy disk cover will be given in Theorem C of §2. 
This investigation is an answer to a question posed by T. Mizutani, when he tried to 
generalize the concept of the vanishing cycle to higher dimensions. The author is indebted 
to S. Sasao for the information on the data of homotopy groups. 
§1, DEGREE ONE MAPS 
We need the following proposition to prove Theorem A. 
PROPOSITIO~ 1. Let M n be a connected orientable closed topological n-manifold (n > 2) 
and let f : Sn--* M ~ be a continuous map. Denote by 7(f) the degree o f f  with respect o some 
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orientations of S" and M" :f,([S"]) = 7 (f)[M"]. Here [S"] and [M"] are fundamental homology 
classes. Then the following hold: 
(i) If7 (f) ~ O, then the fundamental group rc,(M") is finite and M" is a rational homology 
n-sphere: Hq(M"; R) = 0 (0 < q < n). 
(ii) I f  7 (f)= +-1, then M" is a homotopy n-sphere. 
Proof. Suppose that 7 ( f )#0.  If there exists a non-zero element ot~Hq(Mn;[~) 
(0<q<n) ,  then we have a non-zero element ~Ua'¢H"(M",R)  for some element 
ot'EHn-q(Mn; R). Thus it holds that 
f*(aUa')  =f*(a)Uf*(a')  = 0. 
This is a contradiction. Therefore M" is a rational homology n-sphere. Similarly 
Hq(Mn; 7/rn)--0 (0 < q < n) if m and 70 e) are relatively prime. Further let /Q" and 
p ;,~r"--*M ~ denote the universal covering of M ~ and the projection. There exists the lift 
f :S"~M"  o f f :  
f=p of. 
If/re" is non-compact, hen H~(/k¢~; Z)= 0 which implies 7( f )= 0. Thus nt(M ~) must be 
a finite group: 
Now suppose that 7(f)--- + 1. Then, it holds as above that 
Hq(Mn;7/m)=O 0<q<n,  m=2,3 ,4 , . . . .  
Therefore M ~ is an integral homology n-sphere. Further, if p:ffl"--.M ~ is not 
diffeomorphic, then 700 ~ - 1. This implies that M ~ is simply connected. Thus M ~ is a 
homotopy n-sphere. 
[}2. INESSENTIAL CODIMENSION ONE SPHERE IN AN n-MANIFOLD 
Let M" be a connected oriented closed smooth n-manifold (n > 3) and let S "- ~ be an 
(n - 1)-sphere smoothly imbedded in M" which is inessential. Since the homology class 
represented by S "-~ is zero, M" -S  "- ~ consists of two connected components, ay M'~, 
M~. Denote M~ = M~US "-~, M 2 = M'2US "-~. That is, M" = MtUM 2, S ~-~ - M~NM 2. M~ 
and ME have the orientations induced from that of M". We give S "- 1 the orientation 
induced from M,. Thus M2 induces the inverse orientation on S ~- 1. Let ~r t (resp. ~%) 
denote the connected oriented closed smooth n-manifold obtained from M" by identifying 
M2 (resp. M,) to one point having the orientation induced from that of M", and denote 
by p~:M"--*llT[ i the quotient map (i = 1, 2). Obviously /Q~ = MtUD% il712 = M2UD", and 
Let g:D"~M" be a continuous map giving a null-homotopy of the inclusion map 
S"-'-.+M ~ such that glOD":aD"~S ~-~ is an orientation-preserving homeomorphism. 
Consider the following commutative diagram of integral homology groups: 
H.(D", aD") ~ H.(M", S"- ') = H.(M~, S"- ')(~H.(M2, S"- ') 
ol ol 
~too"). 
H,_ ,(OO") ...... , H, _ ,(S"-'). 
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We denote by [D", OD"], [M1, S"-  '] and [M2, S"- ' ]  the fundamental homology classes, 
and let 
g,([D", 0D"]) = ~1[M1, S"-i] + ~2[M2, S"-'], 
where 71 and ~2 are integers. Then it is obvious that 
~1 - -  )'2 = 1 .  
Since Pl og(OD") and P2 og(OD") are one point in )141 and ~r 2 respectively, the maps 
p~ o g :D"--.AI~ and P2 °g :D""*-b)2 can be considered as maps from S". We define the 
continuous maps 
by ~j =p, og, g2 =P2 °g. Then the degrees of~l  and g2 are given by 
 (dl) = = 
(l) The case IVy[ = 1 or [~2[ = 1. In this case, one of M1 and ~t 2 is a homotopy n-sphere 
by Proposition 1. Thus one of Ml and M2 is a homotopy n-disk. Remark that the case 
71 = 0 or 72 = 0 is contained in this case, since 71-  ~2 = 1. 
(2) The case [7,[, [72[ =# 0, 1. We may suppose that the map g is smooth and transverse 
to S "-' .  Then g-l(S"-~) is a compact orientable (n -  l)-submanifold of D ~. Let Vk 
(k = 1 ,2 , . . .  , r)  be connected components of g-~(S".-~)NIntD" and let I? k denote the 
compact n-submanifold of Int D ~ such that 0ITk = Vk. We define Vj-< V k to be I2j~ l? k. Then 
the relation < is a partial order in the set {Vk; k = 1 ,2 , . . . , r} .  Let Vt be a minimal 
element with respect o this order. Then we have 
v,)-.(M. S"-'). 
where i=  1 or 2. Let );t denote the degree of gl¢,:Og[~,),([P,, v,]) -- 7,[M,, S"-'],  where 
[l?, Vt] denotes the fundamental homology class with respect o the orientation induced 
from D". It is easy to see that the degree of give: Vr-.S "-1 is also ~t. 
If ~;~= 0, then g]Vt: Vr-*S "-~ is homotopic to a constant map. Thus there exists a 
smooth map go:D"--*M" such that 
go[(D" - U~) = gl (D"-  Ui), 
and that g0(I71) is a point of S ' - ' ,  where UI is a neighborhood of 12~. By pushing out g0(l?t) 
from S ~-', we may suppose that g~l(S"-l)tqIntD"= {Vk; k = 1 ,2 , . . . ,1 -  1, 
l + l  . . . . .  r}. By applying this process repeatedly, we have a smooth map g:D"~M ~ 
transverse to S"-1 which satisfies the following conditions: 
(i) g[c?D":OD"--*S "-1 is an orientation preserving homeomorphism. 
(ii) For any connected component V of g -1(S"-l)NInt D" which is a minimal element 
with respect o the order defined as above, the degree of g lV: V--. S"-1 is always non-zero. 
Remark that g -1(S"-')NInt D" ~ ¢ holds, since IV,I, 1721 ~ 0, 1. 
Let V be as in (ii) and let I ? be the compact n-submanifold of Int D" such that 512 = V. 
Suppose that g( l ? )= Mi (i = 1 or 2) and denote by q the degree of g]V. 
The obstruction to the extension of gtV:V--*S "-1 to a continuous map 
D" - In t  ~'"~S n-I lies in H"(D" - In t  I?, V; 7tn_l(sn--l))..~ H"(D", 12; ~,_~(S"-1)). By the 
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cohomology exact sequence of (D ", 12): 
• .. ~H"  - t(D")--*H"- '(12)---,H"(D", 12)--, H"(D")--*..., 
and the Alexander duality theorem (considering I7" as a subset of the double D"UD ~ of D ~) 
H,-1(I7") ~_ I~o(D"w(D" - 12)), 
we have H"(D", 12; rc._~(S"-t))= O. Thus there exists a continuous map h :D"--.M~ such 
that h ip  = g112 and h(D" - Int 12) c S"- ~. Since homology classes represented by ~D" and 
V are homologous in H._~(D" - In t  12), the degree of the map h :OD"---*S "-~ is 3;. 
Making use of the map g, we can define a continuous map g ' :D"~M"  such that 
g',([D", 0D"]) = ];yt[M,, S"-~1 + 377:[M:, S"-']. 
Define a continuous map ~ :S"---,M ~ by 
glD% = h, gl D"_ - g', 
where S" = D"+UD"__. Then the degree of ~ is ~(7, - 1) = ?Y2 (resp. ~(~2 + 1) = ~y~) in case 
M~ = M 1 (resp. M i = M2). 
Therefore we proved the following theorem. 
THEOREM C. Let M ~ be a connected oriented closed smooth n-manifold (n > 3). Suppose 
that there exists an (n - l)-sphere S"-~ smoothly imbedded in M ~ which is inessential and 
does not bound any imbedded homotopy n-disk. Then the following hold: 
(i) M ~ is diffeomorphic to a connected sum h71 t# f,l 2 of two oriented closed smooth 
n-manifolds ft l  and ~I 2 different from homotopy n-spheres uch that ~lt and f12 are 
connected at S ~- t and that there exist continuous maps ft : S"-",Ql,fz: S""-'-h~2 whose degrees 
satisfy ~,~), 7(/'2) ~ O, +. 1, 17~) - 7(/'2)1 = 1. Thus, by Proposition 1, hTl I and if12 are rational 
homology n-spheres and fundamental groups rq()lTlt) and ~t(2142) are finite groups. 
(ii) There exists a continuous map f :  S"--, M ~ with degree 7(f) ~ O. Thus, by Proposition 
1, M ~ is a rational homology n-sphere and the fundamental group of M" is a finite group. 
This implies that one of 7q()lTll) and ~1(217f2) is trivial, since 7q(M") = nl(h,]rl).nl()Q2). 
§3. PROOF OF THEOREM A 
In case n = 3,4, a simply connected closed smooth n-manifold which is rational 
homology sphere is a homotopy n-sphere. Thus, by Theorem C, Theorem A, (I) is proved 
for closed manifolds. 
Suppose that M" is non-compact and S"-  ~ is an imbedded (n - 1)-sphere in M" which 
is inessential. For a continuous map g:(D ~, OD")---,(M ", S ~- ~) giving a homotopy of the 
inclusion map S"-~--*M ~, the composition of g.:H~(D",OD~)---,H,(M",S ~-~) and 
O:H,(M ~, S"-~)---,H,_,(S "-~) should be an isomorphism. This implies that M"-S  ~ 
consists of two connected components M~, M~ and that one of .M~ and ~ is compact, 
say ~¢~, and g.:H,(D", dD")--*H~(M ", flit) is a degree one map. Thus, by a similar 
argument used in §2, ~ is a homotopy n-disk and is the n-disk in case n > 5 
according to the generalized Poincar6 conjecture (Smale[2]). This proves Theorem A, (II), 
(i), and (I) for non compact manifolds. 
132 i~rto r ~ ,  
By this lemma, it holds that 
5~=0,  4]~=0 
for any elements ~~ n6 (E(5) - Int D 7), 1~ ert 6 (E(2) - Int D 7). Therefore, by Theorem D, the 
6-sphere S6 at which E(5) and E(2) are connected is inessential in E(5) # E(2) and does 
not bound any imbedded 7-disk. Thus Theorem B is proved. 
As is easily verified by the ambient isotopy theorem, the imbedding of S 6 as above is 
not isotopic to any imbedding of S 6 which has a 7-disk cover in E(5) # E(2). 
Remark. Let S ~ be a l-sphere smoothly imbedded in S 6. Since E(5) is simply 
connected, there exists a 2-disk D 2 smoothly imbedded in E(5) such that D 2 intersects S 6 
transversely atS t. Let N(D 2) be a tubular neighborhood o fD  2 in E(5) such that N(D2)NS 6 
is a tubular neighborhood N(S l) of S l in S 6. Then (S6UaN(D2))- Int N(S ~) is a S 4 x S 2 
smoothly imbedded in E(5) # E(2), and, since rc2(E(5)) = 0, it is inessential. But it has not 
any 7-disk cover as is shown by the Alexander duality theorem. 
Similarly we can construct a S 5 x S t smoothly imbedded in E(5) # E(2) such that it 
is inessential in E (5)# E(2) and has not any 7-disk cover. 
§5. PROBLEMS 
The following are problems raised by the results in this paper. 
Problem 1. Find a necessary and sufficient condition so that an (n -  2)-sphere 
smoothly imbedded in a closed smooth n-manifold has always an n-disk cover. 
Problem 2. Find a necessary and sufficient condition so that an S~-2× S t (resp. 
S n-3 x S 2) smoothly imbedded in a closed smooth n-manifold has always an n-disk cover. 
Problem 3. Determine the isotopy classes of imbeddings of S"-  t in a closed smooth 
n-manifold. 
Problem 4. Does there exist a non-simply connected orientable closed smooth n- 
manifold which admits an (n - 1)-spbere smoothly imbedded such that it is inessential nd 
cannot have any n-disk cover. 
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Theorem A, (II), (ii), (ii)' and (iii) are direct consequences of Theorem C and the 
generalized Poincar6 conjecture. 
§4. PROOF OF THEOREM B 
Let W7 and Wg be two connected simply connected oriented closed smooth n- 
manifolds (n > 5) which are rational homology n-spheres and different from the n-sphere, 
satisfying the following condition (*), where D ~ is the n-disk smoothly imbedded in W~' 
and W~ respectively: 
(*) ~._ , (WT- in tD" )  and n._ , (W~- In tD" )  are finite groups and there exists an 
integer m such that 
(m+l )c t -0 ,  mfl =O 
for any elements ~ e ~, _, (W~ v- Int D"), fl • ~, _, (W~ - Int D"). 
Then the following theorem holds: 
THEOREM D. Let S"-1 be the (n - 1)-sphere smoothly imbedded in W 7 # W~ at which 
W7 and W~ are connected. Then S"-l  is inessential in W7 4~ W~ and does not bound any 
imbedded n-disk. 
Proof. Let D" denote the unit n-disk, and let/5 = {(x,, x2 . . . . .  x,)eD"; ~ Ix,I = 1/4} 
i f f i l  
and I = {(x , ,0 ,0 , . . . ,0 )eD";  1/2 <x~ < 1}. Let 
h' : dD"Ud/5 UI -*  S"- ' 
be a map such that h']dDn:aD"~S ~-1 is an orientation-preserving homeomorphism, 
h'lt~/5 :d /5~S ~-' is a continuous map with degree -m and h'(I) is one point. By the 
condition (*), the map h' can be extended to maps 
! n t .  ^ h, :D"- Int /5- -*W, ,  h2.D~W~. 
Therefore S"- '  is inessential. That S" - '  does not bound any imbedded n-disk is obvious. 
Thus this theorem is proved. 
Let E(m) be the total space of a fibre bundle ~ over S 4 with S 3 as fibre and SO(4) as 
structural group, such that Z(~)[S 4] = m, where g(~) is the Euler class of ~ and [S 4] is the 
fundamental homology class of S 4. Then E(m) is a connected simply connected closed 
smooth 7-manifold such that 
Hq(E(m)) = m 
q=0,7 ,  
q=3,  
q=1,2 ,4 ,5 ,6 ,  
and that E(m) has the cell decomposition E(m) = S3Ue4Ue 7, where S3Ue 4 denote the cell 
m m 
complex attaching e4 to S 3 by the map t~e4--.~S 3 with degree m (Tamura [3]). 
The following lemma is due to Sasao[1]. 
LEMMA 1. There exists an exact sequence 
O----*Zl2/m ZI2~n6(S 3U e4)--* Z,,,~(Z2/m Z2)--*O. 
m - -  
